Introduction
Detecting the state of motion by processing consecutive images of objects in motion is of great importance. This method is widely applied in modern manufacturing and transportation industries. Optical flow in particular has been the focus of research in the field of motion detection in recent years [1] . The main objective for optical flow analysis is detecting the displacement vectors in certain areas of consecutive images within given time intervals.
Optical flow algorithms can be categorized into two approaches. One of them is edge based approach and the other is brightness distribution based approach. For brightness distribution based approach, several methods have been proposed, which can be roughly classified into four categories: gradient-based [1] - [3] , correlation-based [4], energy-based [5] , and phase-based approaches [6] , respectively.
The above methods are based on ideal images. When processing images with noise in them is attempted, obtaining a high-precision result of displacement vectors is very difficult. To obtain high-precision detection of displacement vectors, detecting edges, as is performed by bio-view sys-tems, is important. Edge detection can reduce the interference of noise, and more importantly, through edge detection, a relationship between the outline of the object in motion and the displacement vectors can be established. This is very important for the integration and judgment of general movement. This idea was emphasized in [7] for motion detection of robots. From physiological point of view, visual signals detected by MT cortex are obtained from the primary visual cortex (V1), in this sense, the following idea is natural: firstly, simple cell can be used to detect edge segments in the primary visual cortex (V1), then based on the detected edge segments, motion detection is realized.
One of the well-known method in edge based approach was proposed by Hildreth [8] , which realized the integration of two-dimensional velocity fields for displacement vector detection, and several research studies have proven the results of this method are consistent with human motion perception.
In Hildereth's approach, Marr & Hildreth's edge detection method [9] and Marr & Ullman's movement detection method [10] were adopted for edge detection and velocity vector detection respectively. In her research, the velocity vector detected by using Marr & Ullman's method is treated as smoothness constraint. However, one problem still exists in Marr & Ullman's methods mentioned above: Marr & Ullman's method can only be applied on a small speed range, hence can not satisfy for the needs of motion detection practice. Towards solving this problem and improving the accuracy of detected results, this paper proposes a new method for detecting displacement vectors using edge segments which puts more emphasis on the contour of a moving object. Specifically, after detecting edge segments with edge cells (e.g. one kind of simple cell model) [11] , the direction of motion of the edge segments is estimated using the variation in the values of the Laplacian-Gaussian filter at positions near edge segments before and after movement. Displacement vectors can be calculated from the degree of displacement as a result of the motion of the edge segments.
Movement Detection at the Edges and Smoothness Constraint
Edge detection is a basic method used in image processing in which part of an important edge in the image is emphasized while eliminating unneeded information from the image to reduce the amount of data. Basically, the edge is defined as the area with the greatest variation in the value of How long are the intervals between the on-centre (offcentre) geniculate cells? We cannot find physiological basis for answering this question. With hexagons, which are well suited for covering planes, the structure of the edge cell can be defined [22].
Chain Algorithm
In the following, we describe a new algorithm that use edge cells in proper sequence to detect edge segment, that is: a following edge-cell-based-detection will use the edge segment detected by its previous edge cell to find the new edge segment, and so forth until reaching a satisfied result. Fig. 7 (a) . <Motion to left>
•Þ2G * I1 of the motion to the left (edge cell without displacement) is shown in Fig. 7 (b Fig. 9 (c) . The results of motion direction obtained by Marr & Ullman's method are shown in Fig. 9 (d) .
The black contour line is composed of zero-crossing segments, and the red arrows represent the detected motion directions.
For comparison of the two methods, the edge segments in Fig. 9 (c) and Fig. 9 (d) are detected by using Chain algorithm, and have the same length.
The directions of those displacement vectors in Fig. 9 (d) are obtained by using Marr & Ullman's method as shown in Fig. 2 , and the lengths of displacement vectors are calculated by Eq. (2).
Observing Fig. 9 (c) , we see that in detecting the displacement vectors of a rotating object, our method can distinguish different motion distances such as the difference be-tween the motion distance of the outer part of the blade and the central part of the blade. Besides, the length of the detected displacement vectors varys gradually and smoothly according to the different speed changes from the central area to the outer edges of the eletric fan. Note that the lengths of the displacement vectors near the central part are shorter than the lengths of those farther from the central part.
The experimental results with Marr & Ullman's method is shown in Fig. 9 (d) . By observing this figure, we can see that the displacement vectors nearby rotating center (i.e. the area marked with broken red lines) have been correctly detected. However, the displacement vectors at the area far from the rotating center (i.e. the area marked with broken blue lines representing movement in higher speed) have not been detected.
[ Experiment 2] In this experiment, the object was a white car moving at ( Fig. 10 (c) .
In Fig.  10 (c) , we see that our method effectively detects the specific displacement vector of a moving object in a realistic environment.
By observing Fig. 10 (c ferring to the illustration in Fig. 11(a 
